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Abstract

A method for predicting oceanic productivity from remotely sensed diffuse attenuation (488 nm) and
surface chlorophyll concentration is presented. The method uses a climatological approach which consists
of applying a set of regressions for each region and season to yield the depth of the chlorophyll maximum,
the exponential slope of the chlorophyll profile, and the depths of various irradiance levels from the
remotely sensed diffuse attenuation coefficient at 488 nm. These parameters, combined with the remotely
sensed surface chlorophyll concentration and a model of quantum efficiency vs. irradiance, yield a vertical
profile of productivity. This profile can be numerically integrated or directly integrated piecewise with a
logarithmic approximation for the quantum efficiency model and a piecewise linear relationship of total
irradiance and irradiance at 488 nm. The results favorably comparc with productivity profiles calculated
from direct measurements of chlorophyll
- - and irradiance for a meridional transect of the North Pacific
Ocean.

There is no doubt that the temporal and
spatial structure of productivity
in the world’s
oceans is of immense importance. Productivity structure affects the global carbon cycle,
global climate via sulfide emissions, and the
entire oceanic food web, Because of its relationship with the optical properties of the
ocean, productivity
also affects all forms of
radiative transfer studies and applications.
In this paper we present a format for predicting the vertical structure of productivity
on a global basis from remotely sensed observations and from a knowledge of the seasonal
climatology of the vertical structure of optical
properties in the ocean. The productivity model used is that described by Kiefer and Mitchell
(1983; henceforth referred to as “KM”)
and
subsequent iterations (Kiefer et al. 1989; Marra et al. 1992). Marra et al. (1992) provided
evidence that the KM model shows a good
linear correlation with 14C productivity
measurements. The model is certainly adequate for
the study of global variations in the structure
of productivity.

Our intent is to show that given a productivity model, a combination of log-linear approximations for the vertical structure of light
and chlorophyll gives results for the vertically
integrated productivity
that are not significantly different from using the model at each
depth. The parameterization
of the log-linear
relationships
can be obtained from remote
sensing if bio-optical climatology is available,
This climatology is only beginning to be measured at this time.
It is not our purpose to prove or disprove
the various productivity
models or to verify
them with data. Platt et al. (1988, p. 863)
pointed out that “formulations
of the relationship between plankton photosynthesis and
available light in terms of quantum yield are
entirely equivalent to those in terms of cx (the
initial slope of the photosynthesis-light
curve)
both for the rates at discrete depths and for
the integrals over depth.” The model we have
chosen is thus not essential to the work presented here.
A climatological
model for the vertical
structure of chlorophyll fluorescence was given
by Mueller and Lange (1989; henceforth reAcknowledgments
ferred to as “ML”).
The model asserts that
Support was provided by the Office of Naval Research fluorescence varies log-linearly
with optical
(NO00 14-90-J- 1132) and the National Science Foundadepth
both
above
and
below
the
deep
fluorestion (OCE 89- 11355).
cence maximum. All these data were taken
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around noon when solar zenith angles are relatively small. The fluorescence profiles may be
different at other times of day when the phytoplankton are not light adapted. The link between fluorescence and chlorophyll
is not at
issue here. What is needed is a climatological
model of the vertical structure of light absorption by chlorophyll.
To demonstrate the viability of the approach
we use the ML formulation as a departure point.
It is also not important here whether the provisional climatological parameters obtained by
ML are correct. We use the ML vertical structure model but not its parameters. In an example application, we derive the vertical structure parameters from the data rather than use
the provisional parameters obtained by ML.
The point is to demonstrate the viability of the
log-linear approximations,
not to test productivity models or provisional
parameters obtained by ML. The relationships we derive can
be applied to any productivity model and show
the need to further develop the climatology so
that the model derived herein can be generally
applied.
For the present development we link chlorophyll structure to fluorescence structure by
another linear relationship. Marra et al. (1992)
confirmed such a relationship for in situ fluorometers in the Sargasso Sea. Others have
noted large changes in chlorophyll-normalized
fluorescence profiles. We have observed fluorescence quenching in the Pacific central gyre
during the Optical Dynamics
Experiment
(ODEX) (Pak et al. 1986) and from a meridional transect of the North Pacific (Pak et al.
1988). To eliminate the effect of fluorescence
quenching, we have chosen to recompute the
parameters of the ML model with chlorophyll
profiles constructed with a combination of in
situ fluorescence profiles and extracted chlorophyll from bottle samples. In the future, a
bio-optical climatology of light absorption by
chlorophyll can be developed directly with the
new in situ chlorophyll
absorption meters
(Zaneveld et al. 1992; Moore et al. 1992), bypassing the difficulties with the fluorescencechlorophyll relationship.
The model provided is by no means final.
Data to verify the productivity
model are
sparse. Similarly, the correlation parameters
for chlorophyll and optical depth are not known
worldwide and certainly not on a seasonal ba-
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sis. Nevertheless, the model provides a framework for systematic acquisition of those parameters needed to predict global productivity
structure based on optical properties. To extend applicability
of the model, we urge that
joint observations of biological and optical
properties be made whenever possible.
Morel and Berthon (1989) presented a similar model in which the ocean is divided into
seven trophic levels. An average chlorophyll
profile scaled to the depth of the 1% light level
is given for each trophic level. E,(PAR) is
computed from regressions predicting K(X)
from the chlorophyll profile. Finally, numerical integration of computed productivity
for
these profiles then yields a parameter 9” relating vertically integrated productivity to vertically integrated chlorophyll
and light incident on the surface. Platt et al. (1991) also
presented a model where an average shape of
the chlorophyll
profile is determined for 12
subregions of the Atlantic Ocean. Combining
this with a productivity
model and a spectral
attenuation model, they numerically integrated the productivity
profile. They used this
model as a benchmark with which to compare
less complex models.
Our model differs from the two above in that
the slope of the exponential increase in chlorophyll with optical depth is allowed to change
within a-local region as a function of remotely
sensed K(488) and in that the attenuation of
E,(PAR) is not linked to a chlorophyll model.
Kitchen and Zaneveld (1990) pointed out that
use of regressions derived from horizontal
variability in surface K(X) and vertically integrated chlorophyll are inappropriate for deriving vertical structure due to large systematic
changes in the ratio of backscattering to chlorophyll with depth. For these reasons we feel
that our climatological
approach to vertical
structure is a better choice.
We have not dealt critically with the choice
of a biological model or the ability to remotely
determine surface chlorophyll
and K(488).
These are outside the scope of this paper and
are extensively discussed elsewhere (e.g. Gordon and Morel 1983; Sathyendranath and Platt
1989; Cullen 1990; Morel 199 1). It should be
pointed out that K(488) will be a product of
the next ocean color satellite to be launched
via the NASA SeaWiFS Project (Mueller and
Austin 1992). Morel (199 1) gave an in depth
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Notation

4
A,

47

49

El (PAR)
FC
Fl
F-l*
IF
K
K (488)

4
SP

zmax,

6, Y

7

rPAR

Zmin

4

Chlorophyll-specific absorption coefficient
Regression coefficients predicting
ln(Ch1) from the optical depth above
and below the fluorescence maximum
Downwelling vector irradiance
Photosynthetically available radiance
Gross rate of photosynthesis
Fluorometer reading
Fluorometer reading normalized to that
at the deep fluorescence minimum
Vertically integrated productivity
Diffuse attenuation coefficient for vector irradiance
Average diffuse attenuation coefficient
in the first optical depth as predicted
from remotely sensed irradiance
Irradiance at which quantum efficiency
is half the maximum efficiency
Sensitivity coefficient for integrated
productivity as a function of the relative changes in parameter P
depth of the fluorescence maximum
and minimum
Quantum efficiency for photosynthesis
Maximum quantum efficiency
Regression coefficients for predicting
quantum efficiency from ln[E,(PAR)]
Regression coefficients for predicting
rpARfrom 7
Optical depth for vector irradiance at
488-nm wavelength
Optical depth for photosynthetically
available radiance

F,(z) = a,Chl(z)$(z)E,(PAR,

The model for vertical structure
Kiefer et al. (1989) give the gross rate of
photosynthesis as

(1)

where F, is the gross rate of photosynthesis, a,
the chlorophyll-specific
absorption coefficient,
E,(PAR) the total photosynthetically
active
scalar irradiance, and Chl the chlorophyll concentration. (A list of notation is provided.) $
is the quantum efficiency for photosynthesis
given by KM as

K+
tica = An Kti + E,(PAR,

z)

(2)

where &, is the maximum quantum efficiency
and K+ the irradiance at which 4 = 0.5 4,. The
KM model assumes that a,, &,, and Kfi are
universal constants. Marra et al. (1992), however, obtained a much better fit to the model
when a, is measured for each station by means
of the filter pad technique. As was the case
with the chlorophyll profiles, further research
is needed to establish the geographical and seasonal variation of these parameters. The spectral absorption coefficient should preferably be
measured in situ. Such a device should be
available in the near future (Zaneveld et al.
1992; Moore et al. 1992).
Combining Eq. 1 and 2, we get

4
F,(z) = aA,, KG + E&PAR,
x Chl(z)E,(PAR,

assessment of the variability
of the biological
parameters required for these productivity
models. We also do not have large amounts of
data with which to generate parameters for
wide areas of the oceans. We present a method
that allows calculation of the vertical structure
of productivity
as well as the vertically integrated productivity,
given a productivity model and given surface values of some parameters
that can be determined from remote sensing.
The comparison we present will thus not deal
with the adequacy of the productivity
model
or the assumption that surface parameters can
be obtained from remote sensing. We compare
results from a north-south transect of the North
Pacific made with our approximations to those
obtained if no approximations
are made.

z)

z)
z).

(3)

We thus see that except for the constants a,,
9 and K,, F,(z) depends on Chl(z) and
E;;PAR, z).
Next, we derive expressions for Chl(z) and
E,(PAR, z) that can be obtained from remotely
sensed observations. The ML analysis asserts
that fluorescence is a segmented log-linear
function of optical depth. Fluorescence is defined as
Fl*[~(z)] =

mm1
F1[7(zrnirJl

where optical depth
K(z) dz = &z)z,

(5)

E(z) is the irradiance at 488 nm, T(z,i,) the
optical depth at which the fluorescence becomes constant, and K the diffuse attenuation
coefficient at 488 nm. If the fluorescence max-
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imum occurs at z,,,, the fluorescence structure
is described by
In Fl*[~(z)]

= Af + B,T(z)

8
7

(6)

6

for z < z,,,. Beneath the fluorescence maximum, fluorescence is given by

5

In F’l*[~(z)] = A, + Bg7(z)

3

4

(7)

for Zmi* > Z,,,. pi and Bi are variables whose
dependence on K(488) varies for given seasons
and bio-optical provinces. They can be derived
from remote-sensing observations as shown by
ML. Equations 6 and 7 describe the vertical
structure of fluorescence. The fluorescence
structure must be converted to chlorophyll
structure for productivity
calculations.
Substitution of 7 = 0 into Eq. 6 shows that
Fl*[~(z)]

0
+

2

JGOFS-89 46.44N 17.69W
TALC-90 33.14N 113.86W

1
0
0123456789
-C (488)

= Fl*(0)exp[BJT(z)]

(8)
where Fl*(O) is the surface intercept of a leastsquares fit to the log-linear fluorescence profile
(which need not match an actual surface fluorescence measurement). This formula does
not allow for linear offsets in fluorescence. The
ML formulas thus implicitly assume that any
linear drift or offset in a fluorometer has been
corrected for prjor to analysis. Division by
Fl[T(Zmi,)] does not correct for linear offsets.
Marra et al. (1992) and Pak et al. (1988)
found chlorophyll and fluorescence to be linearly related over limited depth ranges in spite
of evidence of light-induced
fluorescence
quenching. Pak et al. (1988) also showed a
roughly exponential
depth dependence for
chlorophyll with the steepness of the relationship changing regionally. We henceforth use
the same notation for the exponential depth
dependence of chlorophyll as that used for fluorescence. This exponent need not be the same
however. We thus set
Chl(z) = Chl(0) exp[BJr(z)]
for z < z,,, and
Chl(z) = CW,,,)
ew-W&(z)
- ~(z,,,)l~ (9)
for znlax < Z < Z,i*s Chl(O), Chk,,,),
Br, and
Bg are determined from an ML type of analysis
with chlorophyll
profiles instead of fluorescence profiles.
The vertical structure of the light field is
given by

E(z) = E(0) exp[ -T(Z)]

o!*
0

I
1
z(488)

2

Fig. 1. Optical depth (7) as computed from E,(PAR)
vs. optical depth as computed from E(488) for two stations
in the California Current (TALC-90 and -9 1, J. Mueller)
and one in the eastern North Atlantic (JGOFS-89, C. Trees).
The top optical depth for TALC-9 1 is enlarged in panel B.

and
E,(PAR,

z) = E,(PAR,

0) exp[--7pAR(z)].

(10)

The ML models are based on irradiance with
a wavelength of 488 nm, whereas the productivity model is expressed in terms of E,(PAR,
z). E,(PAR, z) is the integral of scalar photon
flux (quanta) from 350 to 700 nm. Monte Carlo calculations show that optical depth for
downwelling irradiance and for scalar irradiance agree within 5% over the range of optical
properties found in ocean waters (Kirk 1983,
p. 12 1). Figure 1A illustrates the observation
that the optical depths for E,(PAR)
and
Ed(488) are linearly correlated over the euphotic zone at two stations in the California
Current system and at one station in the eastern North Atlantic Ocean. The overall correlations break down in the top 0.2 optical depth
(Fig. 1B) due to rapid near-surface attenuation
of red and near-infrared light from E,(PAR),
but these wavelengths do not contribute significantly to photosynthesis. The effect of the
rapid attenuation of these longer wavelengths
on the overall relationship
at ~0.2 optical
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Fig. 2. Comparison of quantum efficiencies vs. light
level as computed from a Michaelis-Menten-type formula
vs. a logarithmic approximation.

depths is to generate a linear offset between
~~*~(z) and T(Z). We therefore express TSARas
7PAR(Z)

=

6

+

dz)

(11)

where T(Z) is the optical depth for 488 nm, and
the coefficients 6 and y are determined through
regression analyses.
By substituting Eq. 8-l 1 into 3, the vertical
structure of the gross rate of photosynthesis
can be expressed as
Fe(z)
KS
= acdh
K+ + Eo(PAR, 0) expi - P + y+)l>
x Chl(0) exp[BJT(z)]

x E,(PAR, 0) exp{ - [a + v(z)1 >

0.03

0.04

0.05

(12)

above the fluorescence maximum. Substitution of Bg for Bf and E,(PAR, ~(z,,,)] and
Chl[T(z,,,)J for E,(PAR, 0) and Chl(0) gives
the equation below the fluorescence maximum.

Vertically integrated productivity
For the purpose of global productivity
studies, it is often desirable to know the spatial

I

0.06

Integrated productivity (g-atom C mT2d -I,
(Kiefer and Mitchell quantum efficiency formulation)

u * u . ‘..I

I

0.02

Fig. 3. Comparison of vertically integrated productivities from a meridional transect of the North Pacific Ocean
as computed from a Michaelis-Menten-type formula with
those obtained from the logarithmic approximation.

distribution of vertically integrated productivity. It is certainly possible to integrate Eq. 12
numerically.
For remote-sensing purposes it
would be desirable to have an integrated form
in order to reduce computation time. Equation
12 does not lend itself to direct integration with
the form of 4 from Eq. 2. We address this by
reformulating
4. We note from the original
data of KM that 4 can be described quite well
by the alternate representation:

4 = 4’ - 421n[Eo@‘AR)I,

(13)

up to the maximum value 4 = 4,. & and (b2
are constants. From KM data we derive & =
0.055 and & = 0.0109. A comparison of Eq.
2 and 13 is shown in Fig. 2.
Because we are interested in vertically integrated productivity,
it behooves us to test
the influence of changing the equation for 4.
Figure 3 compares the numerically integrated
vertical productivity
as obtained with Eq. 2 to
that obtained with Eq. 13 for 15 stations on a
meridional transect of the Pacific Ocean from
Hawaii to Kodiak Island (Pak et al. 1988). The
correlation is excellent. For the purpose of calculating vertically integrated productivity,
we
thus can use Eq. 13 with virtually no loss in
accuracy.
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To obtain the correct units, we must integrate over z, not r. Thus, we need_to make the
substitution from Eq. 5, ~(2) = K(z)z. From
Eq. 11, we obtain
ln[E,(PAR,

to 1 Optical

Depth

y = 0.0085 -t 1.6243x

r2 = 0.952

z)] = ln[E,(PAR,
0)]
- [6 + yK(z)z]. (14)

Substitution of Eq. 13 and 14 into 12 and rcarranging leads to

“I

.

oI2

014

I

1

I

0.8

0.6

0.0

1.0

(488)

‘t

J%(z)
= a.E,(PAR,
x 6

O)Chl(O) exp[ -61

- $,[ln Eo(PAR, 0) - 6 - y&z)z]

ewW$ - YVQM.

>

(15)

E_quation 15 is still not easy to integrate unless
K(z) is a constant. Many mod& assume that
K(z) is a constant, although it is not the case.
We must thus break the integral up into intervals where approximation
of E(z) by a constant would lead to small errors. We can break
the irradiance profile into several depth intervals with
ffi

=

Ti ?Y -7

&i

-I-

3

2

1
T

(488)

Ti-1
w-3

y = 0.35696 + 1.1676x r* = 0.973

Li-l

t

L n

where zi is the depth in meters at which E(zi,
488) is n% of surface irradiance E(O,488), and
the associated optical depth is 7i = ln( 100/n).
ML calculate zi for n = 36.79, 10, 3, 1, 0.3,
and 0.1% and associated optical depths r =
1.0, 2.30, 3.51, 4.61, 5.81, and 6.91 with a
regression model that has coefficients specific
to a given geographic region and time of year.
All parameters are obtained from a K(488) value that could be obtained from remote sensing.
We also found that increased accuracy results if the correlation between 7 and TSARis
determined for each depth interval. We combined several of the intervals because the correlation was the same. These regressions for
data from the July 1985 cruise are shown in
Fig. 4. E,(PAR) was determined by numerically integrating E(X) from values at 11 wavelengths. Thus we obtained Ki, 6i, and yi for the
three depth intervals of O-l, l-2.3, and 2.34.6 optical depths. No significant contribution
to integrated productivity
was found beneath
the 3% level for E(488).
Equation 15 can now be simplified to the
integral form for each depth interval

2

3

5

4
f-

(488)

Fig. 4. Regressions between 7pARand ~(488) for various
optical-depth intervals from data obtained on a meridional transect of the North Pacific Ocean in July 1985.

=I- I
s =I

Fe(z) dz
=,+I-=,

= Pi

[Qi + Riz] exp[Siz]
s 0

dz

(17)

where Pi = a,Eo(PAR, zi)Chl(zi), Qi = 41 &[ln Eo(PAR, zi)], Ri = $zyiKi, and Si =
Bf-,jKi.
Note that when ln[E,(PAR)]
< $,,,
- & + &, Q = (6,,, and R = 0.
The solution to Eq. 17 is
=I11
F,(z) dz
s =I
= Pi

eXp[Si(Zi+,

i

-

Zi)]
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::I[ y=

-0.70743-0.38821x

r*=O.993

In [K(488)-0.021

Fig. 5. Relationship between the chlorophyll profile
shape parameter B, and ln[K(488) - 0.021 for stations
from the subarctic front (SAF) and the Gulf of Alaska
(GAK) in July 1985.

(18)
The integrated productivity,
IF, with N layers
from the surface to the chlorophyll maximum
then becomes
Zmax

IF =

s0

F,(z) dz

N
=
c

i=l

pi / exPISi(zi+,
I

- zi)l

(19)

Analysis and discussion
We applied the above methods to a data set
obtained on the RV Discoverer during 28 June23 July 1985 along - 155”W between 23”N and
57”N. This data set was described and discussed by Pak et al. (1988) and is included in
the data set analyzed by ML. It contains the

vertical structure of fluorescence, chlorophyll,
beam attenuation coefficient, and irradiance.
As the section covers the range from clear oligotrophic waters in the central gyre of the North
Pacific Ocean to coastal waters off Alaska, it
is well suited to test applicability
of the equations derived herein. We assume the KM production model (Eq. 3) to be given. We calculate
productivity
with the KM model without approximations and then compare the results with
calculations of productivity
using our approximations. This comparison strictly tests our
log-linear models for the vertical structure of
chlorophyll,
light, and quantum efficiency. If
actual productivity
data were used, the primary test would be a comparison of the adequacy of the KM model and the ability of experimentalists
to measure
productivity
correctly, neither of which are within the scope
of this paper.
Actual integrated
productivity
is determined by numerical integration of the KM
method (Eq. 3) with observed K(X) profiles to
generate a smooth E(X) field which is then integrated over wavelength to get E,(PAR), assuming a constant maximum E(0) and a sinusoidal 12-h light day. Chlorophyll
profiles
are determined by interpolation
between extracted chlorophyll
from bottle samples with
in situ fluorescence. Separate linear regressions
determine the sum of chlorophyll
and pheopigments above and below the fluorescence
maximum. A smooth function is then generated from the measured chlorophyll/(chlorophyll + pheopigments) values. This function
is then multiplied by the derived chlorophyll
plus pheopigment concentration to arrive at a
chlorophyll-only
profile for each station.
Predicted productivity
is determined assuming that E(488) and Chl(0) can be determined by means of remote sensing. They will
be products of the SeaWiFS ocean color sensor
scheduled for launch in August 1993 (Mueller
and Austin 1992). It is also assumed that one
knows whether the station is in east central
North Pacific (ECNP), subarctic front (SAF),
or Gulf of Alaska (GAK) waters. We fitted the
vertical chlorophyll
structure with log-linear
relationships above and below the deep chlorophyll maximum as indicated in Eq. 9. Then
we determined predicted values of BYand Bg
from regression of the fitted slopes on ln[&88)
- 0.021 (Fig. 5). B,was assumed to be a con-
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Fig. 6. Comparison of our vertically integrated productivity as predicted from surface chlorophyll and K(488)
with that obtained by numerical integration ofactual chlorophyll and irradiance profiles.

stant in the ECNP since no significant correlation with ln[&488)]
was found there.
The average diffuse attenuation coefficients
in five layers were obtained as described in Eq.
16. The parameters a,, E(O), and Chl(0) were
the same as for the KM calculations (Eq. 3)
and so did not affect the outcome of the comparison. Universal relationships between r488
are determined for the light intervals
and
rPAR
from the surface to r = 1, from there to the
10% level, and from the 10% level to the 1%
level. In practice we found that integration to
the 3% E(488) level was sufficient. Integrating
to the 1% level added only 0.25-2.0% to integrated productivity-certainly
well below
resolution of the method.
Comparison of Eq. 19 and 3 for stations on
the 155”W section is shown in Fig. 6. The correlation between productivities
calculated by
numerical integration of the equation of KM
and ours has a coefficient of 0.792. The rms
difference between the predicted and the numerically integrated productivities
is 0.004
g-atom C m-2 d- I. The complete cross-sections of productivity
along the transect obtained via Eq. 15 with segmented constant 13,
6, and y are compared with results using the
KM model in Fig. 7. The similarities are ev-

60
80

1234567891011121314

16
Station number

Fig. 7. Meridional (- 155”W) cross-sections of productivity in the North Pacific Ocean as computed by our
method and by numerical integration ofactual chlorophyll
and irradiance profiles.

ident, demonstrating that vertically integrated
productivity
obtained by combining three separate log-linear relationships for quantum efficiency, irradiance vs. depth, and chlorophyll
vs. optical depth gives very nearly the same
results as the KM equation.
It is important to know which parameters
of this prediction scheme have the most effect
on the predicted values. To do this we performed a sensitivity analysis. We define a sensitivity coefficient for parameter P as

Sp = PNF/IFdP.
To estimate this parameter, we recorded the
computed integrated productivity
for representative stations from each water type and
then varied each parameter individually
by
-+5%. The estimated sensitivity coefficient is
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Table 1. Sensitivity coefficients for our algorithm pre-dieting integrated productivity.
Water
ECNP

Parameter

(Sta.5)

K (488)

-0.94
0.63
0.28

;=
Chl(0)
z( 10%)

CULLEN, J. J. 1990. On models of growth and photo-

synthesis in phytoplankton. Deep-Sea Res. 37: 667-

type

SAF
(Sta. 11)

GAK
(Sla. 13)

-2.11
0.94

-1.54

1.02
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